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Integrating Opposites:
Iannis Xenakis’s Charisma for
Clarinet and Cello
by Michael Boyd*

Abstract. Iannis Xenakis’s Charisma (1971) is a striking, concise duo for clarinet
and cello that employs timbre and dynamic oppositions as primary structural ele-
ments.This composition is moreminimal in terms of the total number of performed
notes than much of Xenakis’s instrumental music and presents different challenges
to analysis than studies of his stochastic and algorithmicmusic.This article examines
howsonic oppositions—specifically harmonic versus noisy timbres and constant ver-
sus contoured dynamic envelopes—are established, maintained, and intermixed in
the composition. Over the course of the piece, contrasting dynamic shapes alternate
while oppositional timbres, initially heard in isolation, graduallymerge and gravitate
toward noise.
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Introduction

Iannis Xenakis’s Charisma (1971) is a striking, conciseduo for clarinet and cello that employs timbre and dy-
namic oppositions as primary structural elements. This
composition, approximately fourminutes in duration, fea-
tures a limited number of events that aremost often “long-
held sonorities, usually intensified by timbral extensions,
dynamic contours, or extreme registral placement” (Harley
2004, 75).1 Charisma is thus more minimal in terms of
the total number of performed notes than much of Xe-

* I wrote the first version of this paper in 2000 for a seminar at the
University of Maryland taught by Thomas DeLio, who suggested
the idea that contrasting timbres and dynamic shapes might play
an important role inCharisma. I amgrateful for his encouragement
and feedback. I would also like to thank the anonymous reviewers
andBenjaminLevy for their comments ondrafts of the current ver-
sion of the essay.
1 Squibbs (2003) notes that “[b]etween the early 1970s and the late
1990s Iannis Xenakis composed several short works for solo in-

nakis’s instrumental music and presents different chal-
lenges to analysis than studies of his stochastic and al-
gorithmic compositions, which generally consider compo-
sitional process and mathematical models for managing
large quantities ofmusical events.2 It does, however, relate

struments and for small ensembles. Because of their limited du-
ration andminimal instrumentation, these works may be thought
of as miniatures in comparison to his lengthier and more numer-
ous chamber and orchestral works” (120). Charisma is the first of
nine such compositions identified in Squibbs (2003).Theothers in-
cludeMikka (1971, violin),Mikka “S” (1976, violin),PourMaurice (1982,
baritone and piano), á r. (1987, piano), Paille in theWind (1992, cello
and piano), Manamas Xapin Witoldi Lustosławskiemu (1994, brass
quintet), and O-Mega (1997, percussion and instrumental ensem-
ble) (148). Even amongst this group of relatively brief composi-
tions, Charisma stands out as featuring the smallest quantity of
notes/sounding events.
2 Examples of such studies include Arsenault (2000; 2002), De-
Lio (1980), Di Scipio (1998), Harley (2002), Solomos (2001), Squibbs
(1996; 2003), andWannamaker (2001).
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to other familiar aspects of the composer’s work, namely
his spatial approach to time and use of a full range of dy-
namics and timbres, often placed in striking oppositions.
There are fewer analytic studies that focus on this facet of
Xenakis’s music, perhaps because it is most closely associ-
ated with his electroacoustic output, though DeLio (2002)
andLevy (2012) representnotable examples of suchefforts.3

DeLio (2002) analyzes timbral and frequency region oppo-
sitions inDiamorphoses (1957, electro-acoustic sound), find-
ing that contrasting elements are introduced, separated,
and eventually synthesized over the course of the compo-
sition. Levy (2012) investigates the instantiation of shapes
that “Xenakis describes and returns to repeatedly . . . clouds
and branching structures, which he calls arborescences,”
in Mycenae Alpha (1978, electro-acoustic sound) and Poly-
tope de Mycènes (1978, multimedia event) (173). In his analy-
sis ofMycenaeAlpha, Levy associates the piece’s discrete for-
mal sections primarily with clouds and its linear material
largely with arborescences, though noting that there are
linear aspects to the work’s form and non-linear moments
in its material. Charisma itself has not yet been the sub-
ject of a detailed analysis. Harley (2004) describes its gen-
eral features and situates it within Xenakis’s output, and
Freedman (2010) examines the piece’s performance prac-
tice challenges. The analysis of Charisma that follows ex-
amines how sonic oppositions—specifically of timbre (har-
monic vs. noisy) and dynamic shape (constant vs. con-
toured)—are established, maintained, and intermixed in
the composition.4 Over the course of the piece, contrast-
ing dynamic shapes alternate while oppositional timbres,
initially heard in isolation, gradually merge and gravitate
toward noise.Thus the ending of the composition,which is
entirely noisy, exists in timbral opposition to the harmonic
sounds that are heard throughout much of the work.

Two basic dynamic envelopes—the “description of
[a sound’s] amplitude characteristics with respect to
time”—are used in Charisma (Schrader 1982, 24). The first
is a constant dynamic, typically loud, that features a
quick attack and decay, while the second is a contoured,

3 Duinker (2021), though focused on “how performances of amusi-
cal work can reveal—or even create—aspects ofmusical structure,”
also discusses Xenakis’s affinity for stark contrasts in timbre, tex-
ture, register, and dynamics. See also Cogan (1984), which posits a
theoretical framework built around sonic oppositions (123–140).
4 My analytic strategy is congruent with the “pragmatic approach”
to Xenakis’s music suggested in Hasegawa (2012): “(a) putting the
various contrasting elements of thework into ‘satisfactory relation’
with one another, and (b) constructing a temporal view of the work
that explores how these relationships unfold in time . . . not seek-
ing to ‘crack the code’ to reveal some hidden coherence, or to work
out the composer’s creative process, but to clarify the effects of
the work’s sonic events, and draw productive links between them”
(235).

crescendo-decrescendo shape.5 Timbre is somewhat more
varied, though also organized around oppositions: har-
monic andnoisy sounds.Harmonic timbres come fromone
or both of the performers playing in a traditional man-
ner. Noisy sounds, conversely, result from diverse perfor-
mance modes that create a spectrum of timbres ranging
fromsemi-pitched inharmonic sounds to nearly pure noise
that eschewsanyperceptibleharmonic components. In this
analysis I use the term“noisy” as a timbral category that in-
cludes this spectrum of non-harmonic sounds and “noise”
to describe sounds that approximate white or other col-
ored noise. Each instrumentalist has a single gesture in the
piece that approximates pure noise: bow grinding (over-
pressure) near the bridge of the cello and harmonic zone
multiphonics on the clarinet.6 Semi-pitched inharmonic
sounds largely result from the use of quarter step intervals
that are paired with additional noisy elements such as bow
tremolo, hard attacks, and loud dynamics.

Example 1 (see Appendix) reproduces the score for
Charisma (Xenakis 1971). Pitches are notated as they sound,
and an approximate duration in seconds is provided for
most gestures. I hear the composition dividing into ten
events, which are annotated in this score with the letters
A through J. My segmentation of the piece into individual
events is guided by the work’s aforementioned sonic oppo-
sitions.7 Event boundaries are strongly suggested to me by
the alternation between contrasting dynamic shapes. Each
of the ten events I have identified features a different dy-
namic envelope than the material that immediately pre-
cedes and follows it. Many, but not all, of these boundaries
are alsomarked by timbral contrasts. Cross-event similari-
ties, in particular between Events A/G, B/F, and D/H, rein-
force this segmentation.

I understand the larger form of Charisma to be com-
posed of three sections: 1—Events A through D (first page
of the score); 2—Events E through G (first three systems of
page two); and 3—Events I and J (final two systems of page

5 Xenakis’s interest in shapes is discussed briefly in Varga (1996,
206–207).
6 See de Saram (2010) for a discussion of this cello technique in Xe-
nakis’sKottos (1977, cello) (300) and Freedman (2010) formore infor-
mation on clarinet harmonic zone multiphonics (4–6, 9–10). The
Charisma score also contains a page of notes by clarinetist Guy De-
plus on harmonic zone multiphonic production (Xenakis 1971).
7 Hanninen (2001) draws together and extends a number of foun-
dational segmentation theories and posits sonic, contextual, and
structural criteria that can be used for segment identification. For
this analysis, I use sonic and contextual criteria only. The former
focus on sonic contrasts and “presume a disjunctive orientation
that distinguishes sound-events from one another . . . to define
boundaries and imply segments” (359), while the latter locate non-
adjacent similarities and “presume an associative orientation . . .
[to] define segments and imply boundaries” (363).
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two).Thefirst two sections are approximately the same du-
ration (87′′ and 88′′ respectively), while the final section is a
bit shorter (68′′). My perception of this sectional structure
is predominantly driven by the striking nature of Events E
and I. Both events feel like unique moments in Charisma
that initiate something new: Event E features the highest
density of onsetswithin the piece and is themost tradition-
ally rhythmic event, while Event I draws together the two
instrumentalists’ noisiest gestures (bow grinding and har-
monic zone multiphonics). As the analysis proceeds, I will
outline additional distinctions between the three sections
that further support this larger-scale segmentation.

1. Analysis of Section 1
Section 1 introduces the basic structural elements that

populate Charisma: oppositional timbres and dynamic en-
velopes.8 Noisy sounds are heard first in Events A and B,
followed by harmonic timbres in Events C and D. Event
A calls for the cellist to grind their bow at the bridge, re-
sulting in a sound that approximates white noise. Event B,
though not approaching pure noise as closely as Event A,
features a clearly noisy character due to the use of loud bow
tremolo. Conversely, Events C and D present pitched, har-
monic sounds.EventC is composedof single pitchesplayed
by the clarinetist. In the next event, a cello trill leads to an
interval class 3 dyad, followed by a unison G 3

4]. The use of
cello harmonics in Event D helps the two instrumentalists
to blend to the point of being nearly indistinguishable. Dy-
namic shapes are foundessentially in alternation inSection
1: constant envelopes in Events A and C, and contoured en-
velopes in Events B and D. Notably, Event C presents the
only mixture of dynamic shapes in the entire composition.
It begins with a single B[ from the clarinetist that clearly
falls in the constant category.This tone sounds for approx-
imately two thirds of the event’s total duration, and be-
ing startlingly high and loud, represents for me the event’s
most memorable component. It is followed by three tones
that decrescendo over the last third of the event. I place
this event in the “constant” category to reflect the dynamic
shape of the initial B[, which feels like the most essential
part of the event due to its duration, volume, and register.
However, it is significant that this is the only example of
dynamic envelope combination in the composition, which

8Myearly assessmentof the various soundevents inCharismaas ei-
thernoisy orharmonicwasdrivenby computer-generated spectro-
graphic images of an excellent recording of the work by clarinetist
Alain Damiens and an unidentified cellist (Damiens 1990). How-
ever, this analysis does not require the use of these images and is
compatible with other recordings and performances such as that
found on ST-X Ensemble Xenakis USA (1997).

Figure 1. Summary of dynamic and timbre elements in Section 1.

perhaps anticipates the range of timbral mixtures to come
in the piece.

Over the course of Section 1, Xenakis works through
every combination of the piece’s two oppositions, as de-
picted in Figure 1. The alternation between dynamic op-
positions remains consistent throughout Section 1 and the
rest of the piece, with the aforementioned exception of
the final two seconds of Event C. Notably, though, timbral
opposition is sometimes strict and sometimes subject to
a degree of variation. For example, Events A and B, both
strongly in the noisy category, collectively progress from
essentially pure noise to a semi-noisy, inharmonic timbre
with some perceptible pitched aspects. Similarly, the final
gesture of Event D, the G 3

4] unison, introduces the faintest
notion of noise when the performers adjust their tuning so
that acoustical beating isheardat the tone’sdynamicpeak.9

Thus in Section 1, each timbral type begins with its purest
representation and then subtly hints at its counterpart.

2. Analysis of Section 2
Section 2, while continuing to alternate between con-

stant and contoured dynamic envelopes, contains greater
timbral variability than Section 1. This section begins with
an event that integrates harmonic sounds into a generally
noisy texture, followed by contoured events that eachmove
toward purer representations of their respective timbral
categories and reinforce the notion of discrete oppositions.
As mentioned previously, Event E, which features a con-
stant dynamic shape, is one of the most active and tradi-

9 In Events D and H, Xenakis asks the duo to transition from 0
acoustical beats per second to 3 or 4 per second at each tone’s dy-
namic peak, and then gradually return to a pure unison without
beating. See Varga (1996) for a brief discussion of the composer’s
interest in acoustical beating (29).
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tionally rhythmic moments in Charisma. As such, this mo-
ment significantly contrasts the piece’s previous material
and thus suggests the start of a new section to me. In this
event, the duo plays a series of notes in the same register,
with the clarinetist performing large-interval grace notes
and the cellist playing harmonic downward glissandi.10

This event is broadly noisy, due primarily to the clarinetist’s
quick succession of loud, hard attacks.The cellist’s contin-
uous glissandi add to the noisy character of the event by ob-
scuring any specific pitch center and creating microtonal,
constantly changing relationships with the clarinet tones.
Despite thegeneral timbral character ofEventE, there are a
fewhints of pitched,harmonicmaterial.Thefirst twonotes
played by the clarinetist echo that performer’s first tones
of Event C, a memorable moment that presented clearly
pitched material in the previous section. Additionally, the
duo sounds a fleeting unison (A 1

4], the clarinetist’s seventh
non-grace tone and the cellist’s fifth note) and an interval
class 3 (B, the clarinetist’s eighth non-grace tone, andD, the
cellist’s seventh note)midway through the passage, provid-
ing very brief instances of textural clarification.

Event F consists of a pair of dynamically contoured
gestures, a configuration shared with Events D and H.
Overall this event also falls in thenoisy category, though the
two gestures are not equally so.The first half of Event F has
a strong inharmonic character due to the quarter tone in-
tervals between the instrumentalists, while the second half
becomesmuch closer to pure noise when the clarinetist in-
troduces aharmonic zone split tonemultiphonic.Bothges-
tures are noisiest at their dynamic peak, and the event be-
comes noisier overall as it unfolds. Event G is a brief recall
of the cellist’s bridge noise that opensCharisma.This event,
like Event A, features both a noisy timbre and constant dy-
namic envelope.EventH, asmentioned previously, ismade
up of two contoured dynamic gestures. In a manner simi-
lar to the start of Event F, it begins with a cello double stop
that sounds a quarter tone interval at its dynamic peak.
However, the following gesture is a unison that sits firmly
in the harmonic timbral category (notably, the second half
of Events F and H both center on the pitch-class D]). Re-
calling the second half of Event D, mild acoustical beating
is called for at the gesture’s midpoint, very subtly hinting
at noise. The trajectory of Event H is a move away from
inharmonic sound and toward purely harmonic material.
Figure 2 places the events of Section 2 into the same type
of chart found in Figure 1. Notably, while this section con-
cludes with harmonic sounds, there are more noisy events

10This typeof cello gesture is also found inXenakis’s earlier compo-
sition for solo cello NomosA. See Xenakis (1965, 2–3). Glissandi are
of course a prominent feature of Xenakis’s music. See Varga (1996,
69–70), Harley (2004, 10–11), and Terrazas (2010) for further dis-
cussion.

Figure 2. Summary of dynamic and timbre elements in Section 2.

than in Section 1 and harmonic events with a constant dy-
namic envelope are now absent.

3. Analysis of Section 3
Event I features a constant dynamic shape and is the

noisiest event inCharisma,which, forme,makes it themost
memorable moment in the composition and signals the
start of the piece’s final section.Here the clarinetist returns
to harmonic zone split tone multiphonics that were intro-
duced in Event F and represent that performer’s noisiest
gesture. The cellist alternates between bridge noise, heard
previously in Events A and G, and glissandi that spanmore
than four octaves (fromE6 to C2), recalling Event E.During
this event’s five instances of bridge grinding, the two per-
formers realize themost extrememoments of collaborative
noise in the composition. The six glissandi of Event I pro-
vide moments of textural clarification and the suggestion
of harmonic material.

Event J starts with a long glissando from A6 to C2 that
subsequently continues down an additional octave plus
a quarter step through the detuning of the cello’s lowest
string.11The gesture overall features a contoured dynamic,
with the peak occurring after the extremely low B34] has
been reached. Due to the low register and string tension,
the loudest part of the event has a distinct inharmonic,
noisy timbre.That effect continues in the eventwith a series
of second-long repetitions of that same tone, each with a
contoured dynamic envelope. Xenakis indicates that these
notes are “sons electroniques,” likely referring to the way
the noisy, inharmonic timbre of these tones is evocative
of some electro-acoustic music of the time (including Xe-
nakis’s own work). The clarinetist twice makes percussive

11 Xenakis’s earlier cello solo NomosA also features a profound de-
tuning of the instrument’s lowest string. See Xenakis (1965, 8).
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Figure 3. Summary of dynamic and timbre elements in Section 3.

noise by closing their instrument’s keys duringEvent J. Fig-
ure 3 summarizes the timbre anddynamic envelope config-
uration of Section 3. Conspicuously, harmonic timbres are
missing entirely from this section.

Conclusion
Charisma ultimately gravitates toward noise as it un-

folds, though it does so gradually across the three sections.
Section 1 lays out and permutes the work’s essential oppo-
sitions: noisy vs. harmonic timbres and constant vs. con-
toured dynamic envelopes. Over the course of this sec-
tion, all four possible combinations of timbre and dynamic
shapes are heard. Here, the events with constant dynamic
envelopes (A and C) represent their timbral category in a
relatively pure way, just noisy or harmonic sounds with no
mixture, while those that have contoured dynamics (B and
D) subtly hint at their timbral opposite.

Section 2 contains comparatively more noisy events
than its predecessor, stemming in part from the elimina-
tion of the harmonic timbre/constant dynamic combina-
tion. This section contains two noisy events with constant
dynamic shapes. The first (E) contains faint hints of har-
monic material, while the second (G) is pure noise. Across
these two events there is thus a move toward more defini-
tive noise, albeit a trajectory that is partially muted by the
brevity of Event G. Both events in Section 2 that feature
contoured dynamic shapesmove internally toward timbral
extremes: Event F to greater noise and Event H toward
a single discrete pitch. On the whole, Section 2 follows a
course from noisy to harmonic material.This path mimics
the broader structure of Section 1, which starts with noisy
timbres and ends with harmonic sounds. Like that of Sec-
tion 1, this trajectory contrasts the composition’smacro tra-
jectory toward noise. Further, Section 2 begins with tim-
bral blending inEventE,hints of harmonic soundswithin a
noisy texture, but subsequently reinforces discrete timbral
oppositions in the events that follow.

Section 3nearly liquidatesharmonicmaterial fromthe
composition. Indeed,pitchedsoundsareonlyheardasglis-
sandi embedded within noise.This last section presents an
interesting approximate balance of elements: two events of
more or less equal duration (34′′) that contain five instances
of bow grinding, seven glissandi, and seven “sons electron-
iques” (eight if one counts the longer instance of this ges-
ture that immediately precedes these final sounds). Given
that Section 3 is nearly all noise, the only true transition is
from a longer, continuous event withmultiple components
to several shorter, individual gestures.

Figure 4 summarizes the composition’s form. Timbre
is indicated with the letters N (noisy) and H (harmonic).
Plus and minus signs are used occasionally to indicate
transitions to timbres of greater or lesser purity (more or

Figure 4. Form diagram for Charisma.
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less harmonic/noisy) either across two adjacent events or
within an event. Dynamic envelopes are depicted graphi-
cally; rectangles indicate constantdynamicswhile triangles
correspond to contoured dynamics. Sections 1 and 2 both
begin with noisy timbres and end with harmonic sounds,
while Section 3 contains only noisy events. The two timbre
types aredistributed ina relatively equalmanner in thefirst
section. Noisy events become more prominent in Section
2, and even more so in Section 3 where harmonic sounds
are entirely absent. Despite changes in timbre distribution
across the three sections, constant and contoured dynamic
envelopes are used in alternation throughout Charisma.

The embedding of descending glissandi within Event
I might be understood as Xenakis’s response to the quote
from Homer’s Iliad found at the top of the score: “then the
soul like smoke moved into the earth, grinding.”12 The ob-
vious reading of the quote’s relationship to this compo-
sition is that harmonic sounds represent the “soul” and
noise symbolizes the “earth” and/or “grinding”; over the
course of Charisma, harmonic sounds are gradually ab-

12 SeeMâche (1993) for adiscussionof the influence ofGreekhistory
and culture of Xenakis.

sorbed by noise, with literal grinding being employed at
times by the cellist.13 The intermixing of harmonic and
noisy sounds that ultimately leads to the subsuming of the
former within the latter, is, to my ear, the primary process
of this composition and is concisely synopsized in Event I.
Cello glissandimark significantmoments inCharisma; they
are heard throughout the events that begin Sections 2 and
3 (E and I) and initiate the composition’s final event (J). In
this piece, I interpret glissandi as unique, integrative ges-
tures that are simultaneously evocative of both harmonic
sound and noise. At any particular moment I hear a glis-
sando as clearly harmonic, though across a span of time I
perceive it as a linear formofnoise since,within its bounds,
all frequencies sound in a continuous, equally distributed
fashion. Interpreted in this light, glissandi demonstrate
that the timbral contrast that is structurally important to
this composition may in fact present ends of a spectrum
rather thandiscrete opposites; noisy andharmonic sounds,
though quite different, are ultimately connected to one an-
other.

13 Further significance of this quote can likely be attributed to the
fact that Charisma was written as a “tribute to the talented young
French composer Jean-Pierre Guézec, who died of a heart attack at
age thirty-seven” (Harley 2004, 75).
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Appendix

© 1971 Éditions Salabert, a catalogue of UMPG Classics & Screen.
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Hal Leonard Europe BV (Italy).
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© 1971 Éditions Salabert, a catalogue of UMPG Classics & Screen.
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Hal Leonard Europe BV (Italy).
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